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Furple News Annlysis

Market manager faces
replacement possibility

EDITOR'S NOTE: This story was originally intended to

appear as a front page news story. After Initial research,

the reporter confessed that It would be much harder and
less interesting if he detached himself (and his opinions)
from the work. It now runs on the front page as a news
analysis, much similar to the practice of the Associated
Press. Its appearance in the paper does not mean to
suggest that the Purple agrees or disagrees with the
opinions expressed here.

BY MATT CbSTELLO

GLEN "HUB" HAWKJNS has served groceries to

students at the University Market for over two decades.
He has been a highly visible, respected, and loved

University employee for 37 years.

Hub Hawkins is, quite simply, an institution.

But like so many other institutions in Sewanee,
Hub's smiling, friendly face may soon become a part

of the past.

THIS PROBABILITY (or, in the words of the Ad-
ministration, "possibility") has arisen because the Un-
versity, understandably, no longer needs or wants to

be involved in the grocery business. The University

is currently investigating the idea of leasing the opera-
tion to an out-of-town businessman. A final decision

is expected shortly.

The market is completely owned by the University,

and Hub has managed it for the past 13 years. Provost
Arthur Schaefer explains that long ago the University

had "an obligation to provide such services as a market,
hospital, laundry, dairy, and waterworks" to its sur-

rounding residents. The University was, in a very real

sense, a self-sufficient plantation which provided for its

people's necessities. It gave jobs to the community
instead of people from, say, Monteagle. As times
change, however, so do needs and responsibilities.

The University no longer needs to provide a source of
food to its students or residents of the town. The
University no longer needs to be in the laundry business,

provide dairy products, or care medically for the com-
munity. Other people can devote more time to these
services (and, perhaps, do a better job) than the Uni-
versity.

"THE BUSINESS of the University of the South is

education," says Schaefer. Adds Marcia Clarkson,
Director of University Services, "The University has an
educational mission" and the retail grocery business is

incompatible with this goal.

The University must never forget the responsibility it

has incurred to the people of Sewanee. In many cases,

these people have devoted a lifetime to the University,
and like their families before them, have been dependent
upon it for their livelihood. Hub Hawkins is an excellant
example of one such employee.

HUB IS now fifty-seven years old, four years and six

months away from the benefits of retirement. His
cousin. Jack, also a familiar face at the Market,' is about
three and a half years from retirement, as is the cashier
Mrs. "Babe" Terrill. If. however, the Universtiy does

not rehire these people in some capacity, they may all
become ineligible for the University's employee retire-
ment plan unless they choose early retirement.

RICHARD G. HALL, Director of Personnel for the
University, has said that he is well aware of the potential
peoblems that would arise if new management takes over

see page 2
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Special assignment A student^s guide to area
restaurants and "hot stops"

BY ELIZABETH ESTES

FAST-FOOD is non-existent at Sewanee. Despite

this fact, there are alternatives to Gailor offered to

students willing to investigate the variety of eating

establishments. Necessity is an incentive for most stu-

dents to open doors they would never before have
opened. How many college students elsewhere eat at

a truck stop at 3 a.m. Saturday morning.

First of all, restaurants located in Sewanee prim-

arily are geared to serve the student. This fact means
that restaurants stay within certain prices and appeal

to the student's demand. To help the student enjoy

this area's "dining pleasures," a restaurant guide is

complemented by a brief commentary.

FOR THE HAMBURGER LOVER the Tiger Bay Pub

offers a thick real beef patty to be accompanied by tater

tots.

The Golf Shop competes only at lunch time. Their

hamburger is best served with hush puppies and a soap

opera. Both the Pub and the Golf Shop are popular

student establishments answering Sewanee's fast food

need.

On the other hand, for those who prefer a home-

cooked meal like mom's, the Hospitality Shop serves an

excellent plate lunch on Tuesdays and Thursdays in a

friendly atmosphere.

The City Cafe also serves a hot plate lunch at a very

reasonable price.

FOR THE EPICURE in the crowd. Shenanigan's
offers slightly different variations for meals at a slight

price increase. Shenanigan's, however, has happy hours,

specials, and bands that help make up for the price dif-

ference.

The Sewanee Inn indeed has a restaurant although it

deos have sporadic hours. They usually serve buffet and
consequently have a very limited menu. Considering
these hour and menu limitations, one might say the Sew-
anee Inn is similar to Gailor, especially since SAGA food
service runs both.

The newest addition to Sewanee's restaurant list is

4 Seasons. Open only weekend evenings, 4 Seasons has a

remarkable student clientele probably due to their deliv-

ery service. For fifty cents extra, the pizza or hero sand-
wich is delivered directly to dorm rooms.

If Sewanee cannot satisfy a craving, one might, with

suitable transportation, look at a few options in Mont-
eagle.

The Smokehouse restaurant is a more family style

restaurant with relatively higher prices. Parents usually

love the Smokehouse, again another parents' weekend
stop. Unfortunately, the college budget tends to restrain

students from frequenting this fine establishment.

THE MOFFAT STATION has once again changed

management, recently reopening Feb. 3, 1983. The
management offers a new menu at considerably lower

prices. The "new" Moffat Station hopes to appeal to

students through real home-cooked food at reasonable

prices. ^ee page 8
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the Market. He also has expressed his concern over the

"anxiety and tension among all employees" caused by

the uncertainty of the entire situation. Hall cannot take

any definite action until a decision is reached, but

assures that all will be done to protect those at the

Market.

According to Provost Schaefer, there still exists the

possibility that the market may not be leased after all.

This time is not the first that the University has consid-

ered leasing the market. Several proposals to lease have

been submitted in the past several years, but for various

reasons, they have been withdrawn. Schaefer does

concede, however, that these negotiations with business-

man Jerry Cronover of Monteagle are in a more advanc-

ed stage than any previously held between the Admini-
stration and those wishing to lease the market.

THE UNIVERSITY'S LEGAL OFFICER, Ed Wat-

son, met with Cronover recently and said that there are

between 30 and 40 points in the contract which Jieed to

be agreed upon before a final contract is signed. Hesi-

tant to name even an approximate decision date, Watson

did say that "serious talks mean a quick decision."

Cronover himself declined to comment on any details of

the contract but said on February 10 that he expected a

decision "by the end of next week."

THE HAWKINS FAMILY has a long association with

Sewanee. (Doug Cameron writes of Hawkin's Cove in

his book Under the Sun at Sewanee.) Family service to

the University extends back to the turn of the century.

"Hoss" Hawkins worked for the old Supply Store for

forty years. Hub's father, Tom Hawkins, also worked in

the Supply Store for almost forty-five years. Jack Haw-

kins, Sr. put in forty-four years of service there. Hub's

first job with the University was as a butcher's helper In

1946. After the War, Hub returned from the Navy to

Sewanee. working for four dollars a day. six days a

week, cutting meat for Magnolia, the former dining hall.

He served in various capacities until he became assistant

manager of the combined Supply Store-Market in 1963.

He worked his way up to manager of what is now the

University Market thirteen years ago and has served in

this capacity ever since.

SHOULD THE CONTRACT between the University

and Jerry Cronover of Monteagle be signed, a major pro-

blem that the new management faces is the role of the

charge card in the market. Since the University's main

reason for leasing the market is to eliminate the problem

from page 1

(s) associated with administering non-academic services,

then it would appear that the University would certainly

want to rid itself of the hassle of processing charge cards.

A most unhkely clause in the contract between Cronover

and the University would involve the University guaran-

teeing that he would get his money from credit card

customers. The charge card is no longer accepted at the

Pharmacy or Pub; both, until recently, were associated

with the University. If this trend continues the charge

card will be about as useful as an ESSO cred card (like

so many other Sewanee institutions. . . . )

For some people the idea of a Monteagle businessman

moving into Sewanee is reminiscent of the carpet bag

era. When contacted, Cronover declined to comment on

any details of the contract. Left up in the air are such

questions as the use of the charge card system, and if

any of the current employees will be retained. The

Market will not be the same next year, or any year,

without Hub, Jack, "Babe," Cleo Sherril, Tanja Winton,

Donny "Big-un" Nunley, Bobby Gilliam, Giovanna

Morris, Mary Ann Green, and Willie Winton.

Their futures are as uncertain as Hub's. They are com-

pletely in the dark about the negotiations; only through

the process of putting this article together have they

learned anything. Hub and his people deserve better.

HUB HAWKINS is a class act. He will be a tough act to

follow. Who will be there to give the school children of

the town a lollipop if they show improvement on their

report cards? Will Jerry Cronover say with a smile and

wink "Hurry back and bring your friends""

The University has been in the grocery business (educ

ation, too) for 125 years. What's another four years?

Let Hub go out in style. When Hub ends his long ass

ciation with the University and retires, the Administi

tion should then ends its association with the Market

It could actively solicit bids to lease the business, and

choose the best offer, as it is doing now with the dining

hall contract. This way, all parties (students. University,

Hub. and his replacement) will be happy. Cronover is

the only person now interested in leasing the business;

the University, looking to rid itself of the Market, may
impatiently accept his conditions. Under this plan, the

University and the Monteagle businessman would be

content; Hub and the students, and the community
would all lose out. Hub should be allowed to finish the

job he started and has performed so well. When Hub
leaves the Market, be it in four years or before Spring

Break, he will be missed.

EASTSIDE SPIRITS

AND ROCKYTOP RESTAURANT

Full Line of Wines and Liquors

Newsbriefs"

DEAN YERGER CLIFTON of the British Studies at

Oxford program will be in Sewanee Friday, Feb. 18 to

show slides taken of previous summers in Oxford and

discuss the program in general. Please come to the

Bishop's Common at 2 p.m. to meet him and see the

show. Bring along anyone you may think is interested

in attending this summer.

THE DEADLINE for the Bain-Swiggett Poetry

Contest is February 26: prizes are $75 (first), $30

(second), and $15 (third). All entries will be judged

nymously by a panel of faculty judges. The Mount-

Goat is also accepting submissions in short fiction,

photographs, cover designs, and prints (same February

26 deadline).

Campus group supports

nuke freeze movement
BY KATHY FERGUSON

MORE THAN A GROUP that promotes local aware-

ness about nuclear arms issues, the Sewanee peace group

is a part of a national campaign, which in turn is part of

an international campaign to promote a freeze of nuclear

weapons. According to Bahia Vackzan, a junior at the

University, the movement is "rapidly growing" nation-

wide. She also asserts that the ultimate goal of the Sew-

anee group and groups like it^ a goal which will not be

achieved for at least ten years, is to abolish nuclear wea-

pons world wide.

THIS FRIDAY, February 18, the Sewanee Peace

Fellowship will be joining similar groups in Tullahoma,

Tenn. at the Arnold Airforce Base, where engines are

being tested for the MX system, to hold a peace vigil. The

purpose of this demonstration, which is to be completely

nonviolent, is to get attention from the media, so that the

public can be alerted to the nuclear freeze issue. Former

naval officer Sam Williams, who is now attending the

seminary, is leading the Sewanee group at the vigil and

will be the group's chief spokesman. Songs and poetry

promoting peace will be a part of the demonstration,

whose demonstrators will move peaceably if asked.

The Sewanee Peace Fellowship, which may change its

name to promote its inclusiveness of people regardless of

religious belief, race, and age, currently includes approxi-

mately forty members: students, faculty, seminarians,

nuns from St. Mary's, and other members of the Sew-

anee community. After Sewanee residents Rev. Jack

Geessell, Marilyn Paul, and Elizabeth and Ed Camp went

to a nuclear freeze campaign meeting in Nashville last

see page 3
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Nuke freeze movement
October, they returned to Sewanee determined lo reen-

act the Fellowship, which had been inactive for several

years. According to Rev. Geesseli, who is currently the

national chairman of the Episcopal Peace Fellowship, an

organization whose aims are to promote the peace move-
ment in the church and to provide counselling for draft

age church members, "We wanted to be one of several

local groups in Tennessee to support the nuclear freeze."

Since the Sewanee organization wishes to participate

in the national campaign, one of its- first moves was to

send three of its members, Ms. Yackzan, senior Fritz

Bauerschmidt, and professor Tom Spaccarelli, to the

Third Annual National Conference of the Nuclear Wea-

pons Freeze Campaign, which took place in St. Louis,

February 4-6. The purpose of this conference, which

attracted over 600 people from 47 different slates, was

to plan a national strategy for members of the nuclear

freeze movement. In terms of actual policy making,

Spaccarelli had privileges as voting representative of

the Sewanee group. The final policy drawn up at this

conference, a policy which will provide the foundation

for local strategy in peace groups across the country,

consists of four major parts. First, the freeze movement
calls upon Congress to put a freeze on the testing of

nuclear warheads and delivery systems, contingent on
the Soviet Union, or in other words, to cease such test-

ing provided that the Soviet Union does the same. Sec-

ond, the movement seeks to elect a President of the

United States in 1984 who will actively support a nuc-

lear freeze. Third, the national organization plans to ex-

pand the freeze campaign, specifically to look for a

broader base among the poor and in the business com-
munity. Fourth, the movement seeks to educate the

public about the nuclear freeze issue, specifically about

the connection between the arms race and the economy;
money, currently used for nuclear defense should be

used to create jobs, the organization believes.

IN ADDITION to drawing this strategy, the conference

in St. Louis sponsored workshops, films, and general

information concerning nuclear weapons, how to organize
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local nuclear freeze groups, and how to educate swing dis-

tricts in order to get political support from such districts.

According to Yackzan, "all disparity disappeared" at the

conference which was "the most diverse unified move-
ment" she has ever encountered. She returned from the

conference feeling that the national movement is being led

by intelligent, well organized people, and adamently

believing that the movement can and will be successful in

achieving its goals. Yackzan says that one idea that was
emphasized at the conference is that our country tends to

make the individual feel"disempowcred," when in actual-

ity, the individual does have power to achieve his or her

political and social goals. For the junior, the conference,

"was the most positive thing in the world. I believe in this

more than I believe in anything."

In keeping with the national freeze campaign, the

Sewanee Peace Fellowship, whose chairman is professor

Henry Smith and whose convener is seminary professor

John Debeer, is putting specific plans in to action. On
Saturday, February 12, ten members of the group went
to Winchester, Tenn. to talk with Representative jim

Cooper to indicate their strong support of H.R. Resolu-

tion 2, which promotes a nuclear freeze. Because of snow
in Washingtion, Cooper could not meet the group but

sent three representatives in his stead. Unsure of Cooper's

position with regard to the resolution, his representatives

have asked the Sewanee group to meet again with them in

one week lo discuss the issue further.

from page 2
A STATEMENT OF PURPOSE, prepared by the
Sewanee peace group and sent to other groups who plan
to participate in the vigil, opens with the following para-

graph:

Our purpose today Is to bear witness to our belief that

stopping and reversing the nuclear arms race Is the most
urgent priority in human history. In recent months,

Americans from all walks of life and all political views

have joined together to call for an end to the nuclear

arms race. We join them today in expressing our support

of a bilateral, verflable freeze of nuclear weapons produc-

tion in the United States and the Soviet Union. . . ,

Other plans of the Sewanee Peace Fellowship include a

lobbying campaing aimed for March 8, right before the

vote on H. R. Resolution 2 is scheduled. The group hopes
to send at least ten people to Washington to lobby, in add-

ition to setting up a large phone lobby to persuade repre-

sentatives to vote for the resolution. The lobby is a plan

of the national movement, as well as of the Sewanee
group. Assuming that the House passes the resolution,

the national freeze movement will next work to get the

resolution passed by the Senate. Although the national

organization believes that President Reagan will veto the

resolution if it is passed by both Houses, the movement
believes that it is crucial to get Congress to show its sup-

port for a nuclear freeze, so that such a freeze can be
facilitated when a President who actively supports this

resolution is elected.
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Paul Bonovich

THIS PAPER is the "everyone-went-to-Mardi-
Gras-what-do-I-do" paper. We had planned to

run 12 pages this time (and every week this sem-
ester); however, plans have changed to allow for

four eighl-page papers. This should relieve the
staff {at least, momentarily) from the pressures
of having to stay on their toes.

In regards to the front page, 1 again find myself
in an uncomfortable situation. We had assigned

the University Market and the rumor that the
manager-that is. Hub Hawkins-was to be replac-
ed. When Matt Costello submitted his article on

orial. As it was later discovered, it was Matt's
first time to write a news article. It was also the
first time 1 had to decide how to run an article

that was almost an editorial. After we had sent
the article back to him, and he returned his news
story still in a quasi-editorial form, 1 was faced
again with the problem as to what to do with
the article. The solution was to run it as a

"news story analysis." The story does present
the facts; however, the writer's opinions are
obviously "embedded" in the story.

THE DILEMMA th

interesting aspect of

ially at an institution th

The qu

we faced highlight

ollege journa
ffer jour

ork enough
ahsm courses, the question is how is a writei

supposed to detach himself from a work enough
to make it accurate, but not too much to makt
it dull or uninteresting. The important issue.

here with Matt's story, as well as Mary Steele

Failing's article in the last paper, is that they
tried, that they committed themselves to a pro-

ject, and that they became consummed by it.

As they asserted, their name is not just on the

byline, but it can be found between every line.

I feel that 1 am rightly upset with the self-

righteous arguments of persons who feel that

their observance of the principles of writing

supercedes the efforts of this paper and college.

As a newspaper, we are encouraging students to

express themselves. We are providing them an
opportunity for them to expand their written
horizons. We are amateurs who want to do the

best that we can do, who admit that we make
mistakes and take actions to correct them, and
who are terribly concerned by what goes on
here. This is why it becomes difficult to detach

each time. This is why we are here,
ve in principles. I do believe that

esponsiv
each pe
conforn

I do beli.

they have a place and purpose in (

But I also believe that they mus
to the needs and unique charact
son. People should not be mad
but allowed to express themselves.

1 do believe that a writer must make every
effort to detach himself from the words of his

text because it further enhances the work. Matt
story was not what I expected of a news story;
but, it was and still is something 1 can only hope
to get from people-that is, a integral part of
their soul expressed on a 8'/." by 11 piece of

A distant wind blows down narrow alleys.

Moving mindless dust unrooted.
What changes are heard in empty air?

The sight twisted on horizontal walls.

Thrown back in the TV screen unheartidly.
Familiar green hits home with a cold gust.

-Hunter Buchanan
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DEAR EDITOR,

1 am slightly reluctant to write this letter because I

will undoubtedly be accused of being a male chauvinist by
a few of Sewanee's women, but they would be very wrong
in doing so. i am very much for equal rights for all people
regardless of whatever categories into which someone may
place them. However, after reading the last issue of the
Purple, I couldn't help but to comment on several items
which I found to be disturbing.

The first thing that bothered me was from the cover
story, about the supposed apathy of women here at Sew-
anee. More precisely, the apathy toward certain womens'
groups. Personally. I have nothing against these groups.
As the article pointed out, they can help women who are

not very self-assertive to stand up for their rights when
they encounter discrimination. Not all women need this

help though. Some women are able to stand up for their

rights on their own. Perhaps, the lack of interest on the
mountain towards the more radical womens' groups is

because Sewanee attracts this type of women. Why be-
rate women who are making it on their own because they
don't need to belong to such organizations? We should,
instead, be pleased to find such women at Sewanee.

ANOTHER REASON for my criticism of the article is

due to one comment that was made which 1 felt had no
place in it. 1 refer to the remark about the "slightly high-
er" gradepoint average of the women on campus. 1 con-
sider the comment a cheap shot that has no relevance to
the rest of the article and subsequently deserved no place
in it. This statistical tidbit really has no more significance
than the fact that there is a slightly higher number of men
on the Dean's List last semester. Such comparisons have
no real meaning and only serve to hurt the cause of equal-
ity by inferring a difference in intelligence between men
and women.

The second article that disturbed me was the one con-
cerning the Women's Center, At first the article seemed
to be an informative one, to let everyone know the new
location of the center and generally what it is used for. It

seemed that everyone was happy about the new location,
both the men of Elhott and those connected with the cen-
ter. As 1 read on however, I found several comments by
female students agamst the new location. Some of them
feel that they're being pushed aside as a matter of conven-
ience by the administration. They feel that it is unfair
that the men of Sewanee have so many places to get to-

gether and the women have none. I'd like to point out to
those people who feel slighted, that a man on this campus
who doesn't belong to a fraternity, has no more place to
go in order to talk with his fellow students than most
women do. 1 don't belong to a fraternity and 1 couldn't
just walk into any of the eleven houses on campus for
some conversation with its members. At least the women
have a Women's Center.

I do agree that the sororities have a problem with
meeting places and perhaps the administration could do
something to help. However, the fraternities aren't pro-
vided with free houses, so there is no reason for the col-

lege to provide them for the sororities. They should re-

member that the lack of facilities is not due to the fact

that they are womens' groups. If a new fraternity came
to the mountain, it would face a similar situation. I think
that the women on campus who feel that they are being
mistreated should think twice before they scream about
discrimination and practice a virtue which is not in great

abundance these days. They should try being thankful
for what they have.

DEAR PAUL,

YOUR DEFENSE of your editorial of last 5

was uncalled for. Although when I read it, I wondered
what such an incoherent piece of writing was doing in
a newspaper, I attributed the article's quality to some
phase you might be going through, or the pressure of

Since it had apparently been written under unusual
circumstances and printed for lack of any other articles,
I was surprised that anyone bothered to complain about
it. What surprised me more, however, was your an-
nouncement that you were quite proud of the effect
of the article and that you took it seriously.

Since you made the remark that "women were good
for two things: one, to mess up beds and, two, to make
them" for the women's benefit, I realize that I am sup-
posed to feel grateful. After all, you meant no harm
toward women; you "actually find them to be most
delightful." Unfortunately, however, the remark stood
out rather blatantly since it was the only part of the
article written in readable language. Perhaps if you had
left out 10 or 20 "actually"s and "as it were"s, I would
have understood the point of the article. The stilted
vocabulary only caused confusion, however, rather than
convincing anyone that you had something to say.

As editor of the Purple, you have the power to write
and print whatever you please. But to insult people so
that they wUl "react" and to create editorials out of
confusing thought fragments is an abuse of that power.
The purpose of your column should not be to fill up

SINCERELY,
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DEAR EDITOR,

ALTHOUGH THE FIRST ISSUE of this semester's

Purple seemed to me to be an improvement in the pa-

per's quality, due to a good and interesting balance of

articles, the second issue filled me with dismay. The

source of this dismay, and it is an emotion that many
students appear to share with me, can largely be attribu-

ted to faulty journalism.

When I first discovered that the Purple was planning

an issue centered on Sewanee women, I will admit that I

was delighted. First of all, the idea of having a central

theme for certain issues of the newspaper strikes me as a

potentially effective goal; even if the newspaper comes

out weekly, it is still difficult to present news that is

truly fresh, and making use of a featured theme is one

way to give a certain freshness to an issue. Secondly,

from a personal standpoint, ! approve of the idea of edu-

cating readers about what women are actually doing at

the university, especially since one of the Purple's major

goals this term is to reach a wider audience, including

potential future employers of Sewanee graduates. How-

ever, the potentially positive results of centering the

newspaper on the theme to live up to the standards of

quality journalism, while giving a slanted portrayal of

Sewanee women.
Over the past year the Purple has begun a policy of

presenting editorials on the front page, a page which by

true journalistic standards should be reserved for the

most important, objective, hard-core news stories that

are presented in the newspaper. All legitimate newspa-

pers make every effort of including on the opinion or

editorial pages anything that remotely touches on per-

sonal opinion. Although 1 am not denying that some

Women at Sewanee are apathetic about certain social

issues, it is very difficult to present such an hypothesis

in a truly objective, factual manner.

THE COVER ARTICLE in the second issue of the

Purple, an article which maintains that Sewanee women
are apathetic, is filled with references to possible expla-

nations and suggestions as to why women can be charac-

terized in this way. Although the author is at least care-

ful to present her "evidence" in terms of its being possi-

bility, surely possibility is not the substance of objective

journalism. For any who defend the article as being ob-

jective since the author does take the precautions she

takes, a quick glance at the last paragraph will reveal that

finally she lapses completely into editorializing. In this

final paragraph, Ms. Failing follows up her remarks

about the "facade" "a number of women students put

up" by saying that "Sewanee women generally have a

good self-image"; it seems to me that "facade" and

"good self-image" are contradictory concepts, neither

of which has anything to do with objective journalism.

After discussing Sewanee women's apathy at great

length, implying throughout the article that it is a ser-

ious problem which should be overcome, the article goes

on to assert that "it is fine to be apathetic while in col-

lege," thus refuting everything she has implied before.

and making a very subjective statement. Her final insis-

tence that joining such organizations as WIDC, NOW,
and sororities is a means of achieving personal growth is

something that many people would agree with, but

which nonetheless is Ms. Failing's personal opinion, not

hard-core news.

A FURTHER PROBLEM with this article is that it

incorporates at the very least an implicit assumption that

apathy is somehow a female problem at Sewanee. Lack

of interest in social issues is equally a problem among

men at Sewanee, but this fact (if such it may be called)

is one that readers of the Purple might not deduce, es-

pecially those potential future employers who know

very little about the school and its students. 1 believe

apathy in general is a serious problem among many

Sewanee students, perhaps a problem for the majority of

students, and if the Purple is legitimately concerned

about this problem, its reporting should be directed at

both sexes. Among the minority of students who do get

involved in campus activities and who express concern

over political and social issues, at least as many women

as men participate. This is not to say that an adequate

number of students participate, but the ratio of women

to men in such groups is not imbalanced as the article

implicitly asserts.

I do not wish to place all the blame for the journalis-

tic faultiness of the second issue of the Purple on Ms.

Failing's shoulders. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of

the editors to determine what is and what is not legiti-

mate journalism. Further, the cover story is not the

only article in this issue that displays faulty journalism.

In the article on sororities (page three) the author refers

to Rush as that "hectice but happy time." Later, ad-

mittedly, Ms. Barbre alludes to the unhappiness that

accompanies Rush, but overall the article is quite pro-

Rush, and understandably so since the author is a mem-

ber of a sorority. It is impossible for any of us to be

totally objective when writing about certain issues, par-

ticulariy when we are intimately involved in these issues,

but it is the responsibility of a newspaper's editors to

make sure that lapses in objectivity are not permitted in

supposedly edited news or feature articles.

I WOULD tike to believe that Mr. Bonovich sincerely

wishes to improve the quality and the legitimacy of the

Purple, not because 1 think it is going to significantly in-

fluence my future employers but rather because I want

to feel that I am contributing to a paper that has integ-

rity, and that abides by true journalistic standards. To

present an editorialized article without alerting the

reading public to the fact that it is editorialized is the

sort of thing over which lawsuits arise in the "real

world." ! would hope that in the future more care is

taken on the part of the paper's editors, with regard to

the editing of anything that I write for the newspaper as

well as to the contributions of all writers.

Kathy Ferguson

Eliminating Deficits: 1

Robert Crewdson
DEFICITS. That ugly word that even Tip O'Neill is

worrying about in the halls of Congress. The problem

lies much deeper than most of us are willing to admit; in

fact, it has become a poUtically intractable one. To un-

derstand the nature of our budget woes, which are pre-

venting solid economic recovery, one must eliminate the

political hype surrounding the issue.

MOST OF WHAT WE SEE in the press is false. First,

the Tips in the world say that an explosion of military

spending has created intolerable deficits. Well, Reagan

has asked for a $30 billion increase this year, which most

people believe to be too large. Still, this is only a little-

over a third of the increase in expenditures this year;

the defense budget thus climbs, if passed, to about 30%
of the federal budget-hardly extraordinary. What else?

Tip and Company (and a few Republicans) say taxes

were cut too much. They want to repeal the third year

of "tax cuts" and also repeal the indexing of taxes for

inflation starting in 1985. Well, the first two years of

"tax cuts" only barely exceeded (by a few billion dol-

lars) the previously legislated tax increases for Social

Security and normal bracket creep. Only a third of this

year's cut will be eaten up by built-in increases, but con-

sider the S98 billion tax increase of last summer which

increases 'taxation as a whole until 1985. Indexing only

prevents unlegislated tax increases due to inflation

(starting in 1985)-\it does not cut anybody's taxes.

One couid make a case, then, that Reaganomics never

got off the ground. Out of over $700 in "tax cuts"

made in 1981 for the period 1982-1987. only $71 bil-

hon remains, if the third year cut and indexing survives.

That amounts to SI 2 billion per year in revenue loss-

hardly extraordinary in terms of deficits or economic

stimulation. If the Social Security reform proposal

(which is so chocked full-about 80%-of new taxes that

Claude Pepper supports) passes, then taxation will in-

crease during the Reagan years.

THE REAL PROBLEM concerning deficits is that

Congress cannot control spending at all, especially for

entitlement programs. Consider that this year's budget,

$848 billion, is more than double Carter's first budget

in 1977. Consider that, since 1979, federal spending as a

percentage of GNP has darted from 21.4 to 25.7 in

1983. The most ironic thing is that the President is

accused of hurting the poor. The only cuts come in

these areas (hke Food Stamps) simply because they are

the only areas of federal spending which have weak

constituencies backing them. Thus, politically, budget

restraint is impossible in middle class entitlement pro-

grams like Social Security. When someone proposes

reducing growth in this particular program, like Reagan

did in 1981. it is voted down 94-0. No one can accuse

President Reagan of hypocritically presiding over record

deficits after attacking them in 1980; if he proposed

measures to reduce the deficit, special interests would

make sure he is laughed out of Congress and he would be

a totally ineffective President.

MOST PEOPLE are under the illusion that Reagan

made huge cuts in spending over the three-year period

from 1982-1985 of about $280 (some of which haven't

been passed); yet this is a "cut" from a projected (under

previous federal legislafion) 1985 budget of $1.1 trillion

dollars! Something is womg structurally with our

budgetary process thai transcends political ideology.

The entire country, neariy, wants deficits reduced and

taxation stabilized (along with spending). The fact that

Congress can't achieve this goal suggests fundamental

problems; next week, a constitutional solution.

Sand on the carpet of destiny,

Gritty and perturbed it lives on.

Age to age sees only backsite clarity.

Remove it. Contain it. That's the way i

Maybe the new can be so clear.

Farsighted is nearsighted,

With a view of the past dawn's horizon.

-Hunter Buchanan
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BY CHARLES CORN

FRIDAY NIGHT, Feb. 11 1983, w II certai ly go

down in history as a r ight to remembe r for the fans,

coaches, anc players of the rnen's basi etball leam at

Sewanee.

Sewanee's overwhel ning VI tory (84-63) ove Mill-

saps was muc h more th n just n awesom e game. twas
pandemoniunn for seni r team captain. Blane Brooks.

With only ni ie seconds left in the game. Brooks cored

his 1,322 po int of his college career, n ming hi m the

Ail-Time Leading Scorer in Sewanee history.

THE FORWARD from Chattanooga, Tennessee has

started for the Tigers for four years. Not only has he

led in scoring with an average of 16 points per game,
but Brooks has been the team's leading reboundcr for

three consecutive years with 435 as of the Millsaps

contest. Brooks was named to the N.A.B.C. All-South

Team for 1981 and 1982, and also the All-CAC Team
for 1982.

Head Coach Rick Jones expressed exceptional pride

in his team leader. He commented, "Blane Brooks is

one of the finest offensive players I have seen and the

very best pure shooter I have coached." Jones also

reflected on Brooks' overall playing ability. He re-

marked on Brooks' extraordinary rebounding skill and
in closing stated, "His fine play has been the key to our
success here at Sewanee."

Although Blane Brooks appears cornered by Milsaps'

defenders, he still managed to break lose against the

Eagles. In this game, he broke the all-time school

scoring record by tallying number 1,322 with nine

seconds left m the game
Athlete of the Week. For winning the honor. Brooks

Budweiser jacket bearing his name.

photo by Morgan Bomar

a sporting glance
CnAries Eunore

MONDAY AFTERNOON FOLDEROL:

With the intramural basketball season halfway down
the backstretch, it looks like a horse race for the A
league lead.

Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, and Iskra all have but

one loss in A league play, each losing to one of the other

two teams. Iskra dropped its opener to the KAs, the

Phis were stripped of their undefeated status by Iskra

last week, and the KAs had earlier fallen victim to a

second half comeback by PDT.
Meanwhile, the Independent men are in third gear as

they wait to make their big push at tournament time.

Currently 3-3, the Independents are a good team-when
everyone shows up, that is. Tim Tenhet, Kevin Holland,

et ai have only managed sporadic attendance, and the

Indys probably will not really jell until the tourney.

ON A HOT STREAK, the Alpha Tau Omega men
have put together four straight after going O-for-3. Larry
Domenico and Rod Hanks have led the surge.

Paul Pearigen's foul shot with no time on the clock
gave the Fijis (1-5) the edge in a recent 36-35 thriller

over the winless Sigma Nus. The Faculty have only man-

aged one win despite Norm Kalkhoff's shooting and
Rick Jones' zealous play.

The games to watch in the second half of the season

are the rematches between the three leading teams.
"1 think we will do well against the Phis," KA for-

ward Richard Garbee predicted this week. "We match
up well against them and they know it. We don't match
up as well against Iskra."

Iskra team spokesman Bob Roddenberry announced
today that according to informed sources, Iskra was

"making a mockery of the league." Reaction around the

league was of the "we'll see" variety.

mgs.

The Phis and Indys check in with 4-1 records, fol-

lowed by ATO (4-2) and Iskra (3-2).

Like their A team brothers, the Fijis picked up their

first on-court win with a shot at the very end of the

game against the Chi Psis. Linton Lewis canned a 20-

footer at the buzzer to gain a 36-34 win.

Valley Liquors - Cowan
Sewanee Students—Use Your 10% Discount

For The Best Deals Around
SPEC/AtS....Some More Than ?0 % Off

FRATS AND GROUPS - CHECK OUR PRICES AND SERVICES.

967-7063 "Less than 10 minutes from Sewane*

I

RACKg t WINCHESTER

The B team "player of the week" is Theolog Bob
Fain. Dressed in street clothes and wearing a cast on his

right thumb (which he had broken in a previous game).

Fain entered Saturday's contest against the Fijis with

three minutes to go. Dribbling with one hand, Fain

almost singlehandedly preserved a slim lead as the

Theologs had their piayers answered, 39-38.

Note: The standings listed do not reflect most of

the games played since Sunday night. Some records are

based more on hearsay than documented fact, but the

standings were compiled with good intentions. The
sports staff regrets any errors.

EDDIE McKEITHEN scored six goals and the Sew-

anee team won the Sportsmanship Award in the Volun-

teer State Indoor Soccer Tournament this weekend in

Gallatin, Tennessee.

Sewanee won three matches and lost two in the

double elimination tournament. Eighteen nine-man

teams competed on a converted basketball court with

side walls. A penalty box housed the perpetrators of

Other scorers were Dave Piming with two goals and

Patrick Reagan with one.

The team won the Good Sportsmanship Trophy,

thanks largely to Dan "Good Guy" Gould and Gentle-

man John Lichnoch.

Sportscard
Men's Basketball

Southwestern 83 Sewanee 63
Sewanee 84 Millsaps63

Carson-Newman 93 Sewanee 83

Women's Basketball

Fisk 62 Sewanee 60
Centre 54 Sewanee 51
Sewanee 77 Bryan 55

Wrestling

Carson-Newman 38 Sewanee 9

Swir ning

S.I.C. Tournament:

Seventh of nine teams
Melissa Buckley I Ith, I2tli diving
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Sewanee graduate

opens animal clinic

BY EUGENIA WILLIAMS

UNLESS YOU LIVE in the area past Wiggins, you

may not be aware of two new additions to tine Sewanee
community. Located diagnally across from the Chi

Psi lodge and beside the Deke house are the new Se-

wanee animal clinic and vetinarian Dr. Mary Eschbach,

THOUGH THE ANIMAL CLINIC is new to Sewanee,
Dr. Eschbach is not. She is, in fact, a graduate of the

University. She graduated in 1974 with a degree in

Fine Arts and went on to University of Tennessee at

Knoxville where she majored In Biology. Dr. Eschbach
says that coming to Sewanee is like coming to a second
home, for though she is new to the students, many of
the faculty members, community citizens, and valley

people are her friends. She says it feels good to be
back because not much has changed; "even the dog
population is the same, whether the deans like it or

not." Dr. Eschbach says that she expects most of her

Dusiness to come from dog owners (including students).

She stated that the clinic is an extension of the Franklin

County Animal Clinic and is equipped to handle general,

routine outpatient care and emergencies. Office hours
are 8-5, excluding 12-1 (lunch), five days a week. Dr.

Eschbach said that it would be wise to call and make an
appointment, as she is often down the mountain work-
ing at the other clinic. Happy to be back in Sewanee,
she says she looks forward to taking care of Sewanee
pets.

"Whenever you feel like

smokin' a cigaretle. Instead of

strlkin' up a match, strike up
the band- the ' Larry Hagman
Special Stop Smokin' Wrist
Snappin' Red Rubber Band!
Get one free from your

Cancer Society"

L_

TAKE THE WHOLEFAMILy
FOR A REAL TREAT.

Monteagk. TN. Phone 615-994-2268

CONVENTION CENTER AND LODGE NOW OPEN

LODGE RESERVATIONS (615) 924-2091

Seating Capacities (Banquet-stvle--420 people, Auditorium--550)

Facilities now available for fraternity, sorority, anri club functions.

Call James David Oliver for details. Come see our newly opened lodge.

Rustic decor/equipped witfi modern conveniences such as: color TV, electric a

heat, carpeting, spacious rooms, & country ham-shaped swimrining

pool. Very competitive rates. Come down and look at one of our rooms.

Call nov» for reservations.

MAKE RESER VA TIONS NOW FOR COMMENCEMENT

tooiA.
Mid-State Distributing

FOR YOUR PARTY NEEDS
CALL

TOWSON ENGSBERG
598-0624

NOW STOCKING BOTH REGULAR AND PONY KEGS

Free CO-y system now available.

€o<M
Made for the Way you

really like to drink Beer
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'Hot stops"
from page 1

Further down the Montcagle Highway and to the

;hi is the Truck Stop. Seldom seen in daylight by

students, the Truck Stop's food becomes more appealing

s the night grows longer.

Approximately one mile down from thi

Monteagle Highway is the Rocky Top

Rocky Top restaurant offers something for everyone,

/ith the widest ranging menu and modest prices. Rocky

Top is basically a family style restaurant, yet it can

sily accommodate students.

IN THE OTHER DIRECTION from the Sewanee

campus, down the mountain, are additional dining

experiences.

The Cowan Cafe offers the familiar hot plate lunch

ith a choice of meat and vegetables at a reasonable

price. The Cowan Cafe lets the student get away from

the mountain yet not too far.

The Matador Steak Room is a great place on parents'

eekend, since it is the only restaurant which attempts

to be a truly "nice" restaurant in the area. Slightly over-

priced, the Matador offers mainly a variety of steak and

seafood platters.

Skip's Grill is definitely the best buy around for a

mplc meal. The ground beef is fresh and the portions

e ample. Although they have been known to run out

n, Skip's is stiil worth the drive.

-Bon Appetit

Tiger Bay Pub

Bishop's Common
12 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

4 p.m.-8 p.m. Sun.

Sandwiches, snacks, pizza

Average meal: S2.50-S3

the sandwich, side order, drink)

Hamburger: SI.25

Guide to area restaurants

NAME
LOCATION

HOURS

MENU INCLUDES

PRICE RANGE

SPECIALTY

Golf Shop
n's View Road, Sewanee

I a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

kfast

Hot/cold sandwiches

Average meal: S2.35

dwich, side order, beverage)

Double cheeseburger and

hush puppies

Smokehouse

Monteagle Highway (4 m']i<

from campus), Monteagle

4 p.m.-l I p.m. Fri.-Sun.

Barbeque, steak.

food (limited)

meal: $6-S12

Shenanigans

11 :30 a.m. -midnight Mon.

-Sat. 4 p.m.-8 p.m. Sun.

Sandwiches, Soup, Salad

Average meal; S3.50

Shenanawich. Quiche

Truck Stop

Sideroad of the Monteagle

Highway (approx. 6 miles

from campus). Monteagle

24 hours/ 7 days a week
Breakfast, sandwiches

Wide range of prices

Hamburger: $1.30

Trucker's Special

Cowan Cafe

212 E. Cumberland, Cowan
6 a.m. -10 p.m. Sun.-Sat

Hot plate lunch, sandwiches

Plate lunch: $2.50

Hamburger: $1

Barbeque

Barbeque ribs, soup and salad

Hospitality Shop
Jniversity Avenue, next t

Delt House, Sewanee

11:30-1 Jues. and Thurs.

Hot plate lunch

Sandwiches
Average meal; $3.25

^includes salad and bread'

Hot fudge cake

Moffat Station
Monteagle Highway

6 p.m.-10 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

6a.m.-ll p.m.Fri.-Sat.

pizza, steak, sandwiches

Plate lunch: $2.50

Steaks: S5-$10
Hamburger: $1.15

Hot plate lunch

Sewanee Inn

University Avenue, Sewanee
5 p.m. -8 Wed.

ll:30a.m.-l:30;5 p.m.-9 Fri.

a.m. -9:30; 11:30-1:30;
i'-9 Sat:n:30a.m.-2 Sun
Rnffet and Sandwiches

Steak dinner: $4-S10
Hamburger: $1.75

Sunday buffet

Matador Steak Room
1st Avenue NE, Winchester

10:30a.m.-2;4p.m.-9
Mon.-Thurs. 4 p.m. -10

Fri. and Sat. 10:30 a.m.-2:

4:30 p.m.-9 p.m. Sun.

Steak, seafood, salad bar

Dinners range $7-$I4
Hamburger: $2.25

Steaks

Iskra

Alpha Tau Omega
Independents I

Independents 11

Phi Gamma Delta

Sigma Nu

BTEAM

Kappa Alpha

Phi Delta Theta

Independents

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Alpha Tau Omega

Theologians

Figi

Delta Tau Delta

Chi Psi

Lambda Chi Alpha
Delta Kappa Epsilor

Univ

City Cafe

ty Avenue, Sewanee
n,-7p.m.5:30

5:30
Breakfast, hot plate lunchi

sandwiches

Plate lunch: S2.25

Hamburger: $1

Fried chicken (Sundays)

Rocky Top
1-24 and Monteagle Highway

-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

11 : -5 p.m. Sun.

ndwiche:

barbeque, chicken

Average meal: S4-$7
Soup and Salad bar: S3.95

Hamburger: $1.40

Fried chicken

4 Seasons

Delivers (598^455)

Homemade pizza and

Homeboy Hero Sandwich

Large pizza w/ 3

ingredients: $10.51

{includes delivery)

Mushroom, olive, and beef

Skip's GriU

Belvider Highway, Winchester

6 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Sandwiches, chile

Average meal: S2.S0-$3

(sandwich, side order,

beverage)

Hamburger: $1.29

Bacon cheeseburger and

tater tots

Despite all the criticism of

the standing in line con-

test, three people were

surprised to hear that

they were winners. Here

Paul Bonovich contem-

plates the realities ofa

Plutonian

society as he draws the

name of the first place

winner. Winners were

Elayne Schumaker (first)

Ellis Simmons (second),

and David Norton (third).

Ina Meyers grins when

Paul discovers what she

has left in the box.

photo by John Ellis

POTTERY STAINED GLASS
CANDLES PLANTS TOYS

seconds and close-outs

Blouses $8 -$10

Bedspreads SIO

Dresses $18

GOURMET KITCHEN UTENSILS NEEDLEWORK
U/V/VERSITYAVE.

(Across From Bank)

University of the South SEAL FOR NEEDLEPOINT
Open Monday Through Saturday 11-5 p.m,

phone 598-0334

OPPORTUNITIES:
• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• AVIATION • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
Applicants should be no older than 34 years old, have a 6S/BA

degree (summer graduates may inquire), be able to pass aptitude
and physical examinations and qualify for security clearance. U.S.
citizenship required.

lb make an appointment, call the Naval Management Programs
Office at: /-?00- 3;^5-g6M ^„. . r t. 3» llsrtOrsignupattheCateer Placement Office pnor to: rCD. c'o, i toj

Interviews wiU be held by ^^& NaVA(A IftforfYtziVyi IgO/n

from l-cog.m. ih ^ODp.m. CA f/hrch /,<t^| I'?g3


